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President’s Letter
OUR ROLE IN TRANSITION FROM JAIL?
Several weeks time ago, the church received a
letter that read:
My name is [deleted]. I'm 34 and I'm
currently incarcerated for assault …. ... if all
goes well I'm scheduled for release eligibility
in November. I won't be allowed to be
released without meeting a strict criteria of
conditions sent by the parole office. I'm going
to have to find a residence that is checked and
approved by the field supervision unit. It will
also have to be a place that the landlord or
property owner agrees with me staying at,
knowing that I am coming out of jail.

just getting a place to get out to will be the
hardest part.
It is my hope that you can bring my plight
before your congregation and share my story
and information with anyone willing to help
me. I thought that contacting the church
would be my best course of action because as
well as needing help to get out I will also want
positive influences and good people around
me. If anyone has any questions for me or
wants to contact me I can easily be reached
by mail at [deleted].
Online, I found an article saying the writer had
been arrested for assaulting a woman and
breaking a phone to prevent her from calling
911. He had fled before police arrived but then
returned after they left and tried to break into
the house. Before police returned, he fled
again but was soon caught. He then escaped
from a police cruiser. When captured and put
back into a cruiser, he kicked its windows and
then broke one with his head. He was charged
with domestic assault, unlawful mischief,
escape, and interference with access to
emergency services.

A lot of people go to stay with friends or
family until they get back on their feet. But
I'm afraid that's not an option for me. I lost
both my parents since I've been here and I
have no other support in the community to
speak of. I'm writing this letter to ask for
some help. I don't do drugs or hang out with a
bad crowd. I'm very goal oriented, pretty well
educated, and more than willing to do
whatever is necessary to get my life back on
the right track. I'm also aware that I will need
help to make the transition back into the
community, because, unfortunately for me, Continued on the following page…
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President’s Letter, continued

Unitarian Universalist
Church of Rutland
775-0850
http://rutlanduu.org
uuvt@myfairpoint.net

Minister:
Rev. Barbara Threet
President:
Herb Ogden
Vice President:
Kapi Reith
Moderator:
Kevin Kiefaber
Treasurer:
Diane Sander
Secretary:
Theresa Krieger
Trustees:
Rebecca Mattis
Sara Neller

293-2510
773-9181
779-3637
459-2919

Asked if the article described his case, the inmate replied
“yes and no,” saying “the charges for the domestic assault
and interference with emergency services were dismissed;
they never occurred.” He also said he broke the cruiser
window after being pepper sprayed because he felt as if he
were suffocating, not because he was trying to escape.
I conferred with the Trustees about the inmate's request.
Some noted he had been less than forthcoming with the full
truth. No one advocated direct involvement. I wrote back,
urging him to contact Dismas House.
Is urging someone like this to contact Dismas House or
another halfway house the best our church or any church can
do? Thanks to $110 in donations from most of our Trustees,
we are a sponsor of Dismas House's Annual Benefit Dinner &
Auction on 20 May. But is that enough? Please send your
ideas to the Newsletter at cbelas@gmail.com or, if you don't
want to share them publicly, write to me,
hogden@vermontel.net.

683-7794
773-3535
747-4020

Church Secretary:
Tejal Dholakia
Available Monday, Tuesday,
Thursday from 10-2pm

“It is easy to see how the severe pattern imposed by a
circular image of this kind compensates the disorder of
the psychic state– namely through a the construction of a
central point to which everything is related, or by a
concentric arrangement of the disordered multiplicity and
of contradictory and irreconcilable elements. This is
evidently an attempt at self-healing on the part of Nature,
which does not spring from conscious reflection but from
an instinctive impulse.”
-Carl Jung
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From Reverend Barbara’s Desk…
Each year, the UUA’s Skinner House Books
publishes at least one meditation manual.
Some are written by UU clergy, some
penned by lay members, and some are
anthologies. I use them a lot, for my own
contemplation, as sparks of inspiration, and
as sources of readings for sermons and
services. One particular poem has stuck in
my heart recently and so I share it with you.
It’s from How We Are Called: a Meditation
Anthology, published in 2003, and it’s
called One Wish, written by Lisa Friedman.
If you had but one wish,
what would it be?
Take your time thinking about
it.
So much is at stake –
an end to all suffering,
a stop to all violence,
a solution to poverty and all of
its ills.

Let us be glad that we’re not
given just one wish in our lives
but many.
Let us be grateful not for
wishful thinking,
but for the discipline of the
thoughtful wishing
that can lead to change.
What would your wish be?
So for us here at the UU Church of Rutland,
especially as we prepare for our Annual
Meeting and the next church year, what
would your wish be? For you, for us, for our
world? I’m struck by the phrase ‘discipline
of thoughtful wishing’: what would you
thoughtfully wish for?
Shalom and Salaam,
Rev. Barbara

Would you wish for love?
For forgiveness or for healing?
Would you wish the world joy?
Or the wisdom to change?
Would you wish to understand
everything?
Or to know less than you do?
Take your time thinking about
it.
So much is at stake,
for a wish is a thought,
and a thought is an idea.
An idea leads to commitment,
and a commitment cries out for
action.
A wish can be a dangerous
thing,
something daring.
And it need not be witnessed by
the stars
to come true.
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Flower Mandala by Kathy Klein
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Book Drive for People in Mental Health Crisis
The Pastoral Care Committee is asking for
donations, to be collected on Sundays in
May and June at church by Sara Neller, of
used or new books about spirituality,
meditation, self-help, uplifting poetry,
picture books, story books, or any book that
you think would be soothing or helpful to a
reader in mental health crisis. Please no
books about any faith traditions, Eastern or
Western.
First, they will be offered to inpatient,
outpatient, and community organizations in
Rutland City for their visitors in mental
health crisis (such as the Rutland Mental
Health Services Crisis Stabilization,
Intervention, and Diversion Unit or RMHS
CSID, a four bed short term step down and
diversion unit and The Turning Point
Center of Rutland, a clean, sober recovery
center, among others). Second, they will be
offered for sale to Bookmobile, a Rutland
based new and used book store on Center
Street, any proceeds from which to be
donated back to our church’s general
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fund. Third, any books remaining will be
donated to The Rutland Free Library. So the
books will all be given or sold in Rutland
City, the community in which our church
resides.
In conjunction with this project, I will be
attempting to have any of these same
organizations who currently have any books
about specific faith traditions to get rid of
such books and no longer offer such books
to their visitors, as they receive
governmental funds and there is a
separation of church and state.
For
example, the Rutland Regional Medical
Center Psychiatric Services Inpatient Unit
(RRMC PSIU) recently received a donation
of bibles.
Any help with either or both of these
projects would be welcome! This project is
also meant to provide help to those doing
spring cleaning and finally letting those
books go! Thanks ahead of time for sharing
your wonderful books with people seeking
comfort and wellness!
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Announcements
ANNUAL MEETING
We will hold out Annual Meeting on Sunday,
May 6th at 12:15pm in the Sanctuary. The
agenda includes: committee reports, approval
of budget, election of officers, and new and old
business including our Mission Statement and
becoming a Welcoming Congregation. The
event will include a pot luck luncheon, so
we are hoping everyone will bring finger
food to share: sweet or savory. Coffee and
juice will be provided. The designated people
for coffee hour will set up and we will all help
clean up before the meeting begins.
Thank you to everyone.
REV. BARBARA’S SUMMER COVERAGE
Rev. Barbara Threet will be on hiatus during
the coming summer months! If you need
assistance from the Pastoral Care Committee
then, please call Marsha Roy(chairman)at
(802)773 -9014 or e-mail her at
frostharbor@yahoo.com Thank you!
Best regards,
Marsha Roy
ABOUT THE PHOTOS…
In this issue, we celebrate mandalas, the
archetypal symbol of wholeness and healing,
and flowers, their manifestation in nature.
Photos are borrowed liberally from the web,
credits are maintained where available. I
found one of the gorgeous flower mandalas
credited to Kathy Klein, and I believe she may
have created several of the others, which did
not have credit where I found them. We offer
their creators our sincere appreciation for
lending their beauty and visual concept to our

May Birthdays
5/3 Thelma Stoudt
5/13 Antonin Robbason
5/30 Christopher Archer
Best wishes to you…
and all other May birthdays!
Rutland UUs: News and Views

May Half-Plate Donations
5/6: VT Partnership for
Fairness and Diversity
5/13: Ministry Reserve
5/20: Community Cupboard
5/27: Reserve for Lighting
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Poet’s Corner
“Snakes and Hummingbirds” by Gerald Dillenbeck
To love, agapic and/or erotic,
is a positive economic-political relational choice
to trust whomever
and whatever is our Other right now
with open caring empathy,
even when we may feel like withdrawing
into suffering,
self-isolating
depressive,
repressed concerns of mistrust and dissonance,
because we have faith
that not only is this choice to integratively love,
to pay love forward,
how we define doing our ecopolitical and ecological best,
but also because we trust from prior experience
this is most likely to facilitate Others
doing their best as well.
Circles of affection and disaffection are both viral,
but only one is viciously so,
Both positive and negative psyches unveil viscous potential,
but only one tends toward sustained reiterative communication
in kind,
benign,
the other viscosity trends toward unkind, active distrust,
eventually hatred,
also a learned ecopolitical choice, at one time,
over several habitual and then hypnotizing times.
When this becomes most interesting for me
when I turn from thinking of Other as a person
or a group of people
or a set of people
or the human natural-languaged species,
and think, instead of Other as a member of some other organic species,
including those with root systems,
including coral reefs and tidal barriers,
or even other natural Black Hole environments and gestalts,
networking mandalas of seas
and mountain trails
throughout the changing of each season,
where love is my ubiquitously obvious and natural default,
not so much feeling like a choice,
but like what I have known as good and healthy and beautiful,
occasionally interrupted by pests.
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Poet’s Corner, continued…
Yet, even noticing whiney mosquitoes
and buzzing icky biting flies,
short of a horde swarming all about paranoid me,
is often cause for bittersweet slaps and swats
and imaginary battles between David and Goliath,
with me cast as the benignly-intended Monster Giant,
merely out to protect my own skin
regardless of mortal consequences
and risks
and ecopolitical opportunities
of Other,
smashed to bits.
When my days become overly clogged with strictly human discourse,
when human nature monopolizes my monoculturish time,
my symbol seems to be that of a molting snake,
awakening to a new but uncertain skin each dewy morning,
a somewhat different identity
than those accumulated through all my dreamy/nightmare yesterdays.
But, when I recreate outdoors
in and with and of more virginal embryonic Earthy nature,
then my icon becomes an inviting hummingbird,
always curiously flying about seeking and sending succulent rapture,
far too fast and urgently blissful for noticing,
much less slitherally eating, those pesky mosquitoes.
Inviting co-empathic trust
defines
Doing my best to follow our Golden Rule,
for and of and with me
and my Elders
and our kids.
Inviting empathic cooperatively-invested trust
is to invite a climate of informed
incarnate
kosmic risks and opportunities
usually small yet sometimes Great Transitions
of Grace as Love as Karma as Positive Psychology
as a healthy regenerative ecopolitical gestalt,
mandala,
network,
ecosystem,
Earth,
natural-spiritual dipolar co-arising
profane-sacred
humane-divine
Tao-BiCameral Universe
of Snakes greeting Hummingbirds
and notnot dialectal vice-viral-versa.
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Unitarian Universalist Church of
Rutland
Minutes of Board of Trustees
March 12, 2018
Board Members Present: Diane Sander,
Theresa Krieger, Herb Ogden, Rev. Barbara
Threet, Sara Neller and Rebecca Mattis. Also
Present: Ed Safford Board Members Absent:
Kevin Kiefaber, Kapi Reith
Secretary's Report: Motion Diane Sander/
Sara Neller to accept minutes from February.
Passed unanimously.
Treasurer's Report: We are doing reasonably
well. We got $1500 net income from the
daycare's deposit. We also received $500 from
the Marble Valley Correctional facility for
performers who performed both here and
there. Diane sent the check for $75 to the
NAACP, following up on the Douglass event.
The Board reviewed the budget proposal for
next year.
President's Report: Herb will remind Kevin
and Jim to review the A/V instructions so they
can be finalized. Tim has already done so.
Minister's Comments: No comments.
Committee & Task Force Reports:
Buildings & Grounds: We are working on a
chalice lighter grant for lighting. Diane will
check with JP for an estimate of the cost.
Motion Rebecca Mattis/ Diane Sander to
accept the curtain proposed by Jim Haley for
our re-redos. Passed unanimously.JP says the
manual circulator seems to be working better
that than the “smart” set up. Anthony will see if
we have batteries to fix our emergency lighting.
The Paramount Theater wants to have more
concerts at the church as part of the “Passages
at the Paramount” series. We can have the ones
that don't require a grand piano.
NAACP coordination: We are still waiting to
hear from them about summer planning.
Puerto Rico benefit concert: Discussion – do
we want to give them free rent only or be a
sponsor? We have voted by email to give them
free rent and to sell refreshments. Motion
Theresa Krieger/ Rebecca Mattis to sponsor,
which means providing space, opening and
closing, and having our name on posters.
Passed.
Five Star follow up: Antonin Robbason has
been doing pro bono work for us on this issue.
We gave the daycare 60 days to claim their
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stuff. This expires April 6. We will box up the
stuff left in the office and leave it there for now.
Annual meeting: Rebecca does not want to
propose new by-law language about the
mission statement but will propose some
punctuation changes at the next meeting that
the board can recommend. Reports and
committee descriptions still need to be
received.
New Tenant Search: The church received a call
from someone looking for daycare space. Both
partners in this start up have backgrounds in
Early Childhood Education. Their goal is to be
set up and running by August 1 with 30
children enrolled. The old daycare was licensed
for thirty kids. Ed talked to them this morning.
He will get back to them with square footage
for playground and inside. The playground
equipment is old but they were otherwise
happy with what they saw and are willing to
help with renovations if they are needed. They
seemed responsible and seemed to know what
they were talking about. We could ask for credit
references. Antonin will recommend changes to
the lease agreement. A question came up about
their mission statement and what they consider
a family unit.
Discussion of giving equipment to them left by
Five Star. Discussion of if there is a way to have
more use of our downstairs. We will postpone
having the floors waxed until after we decide
about painting.
Another possible renter: Someone Sara Meling
knows is interested in renting space for Tarot
Readings. She is hoping to pay $200-$300 a
month. Discussion of renting office space. It
could be problematic to have clients here when
the daycare is operating. Discussion of rates.
Motion Rebecca Mattis/ Theresa Krieger to
offer this person the space during evening
hours, Saturdays and after 1:00 on Sundays for
up to 12 hours per week for $200 a month and
to change our rates for the community room to
$40 for a full day and $20 for up to 4 hours;
and also to establish rental rates for the unused
office space at $20 for a full day and $10 for up
to 4 hours. Passed.
Vermont Quebec UU Convention: Rebecca
volunteered to be our delegate. Motion Theresa
Krieger/ Rebecca Mattis to apply for grant for
$5000 towards preserving 3/8 time ministry.
Passed.
Respectfully Submitted,
Theresa Krieger
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Upcoming Services:

May

May 6th: Examining Whiteness
class participants
“Examining Whiteness”
For the last several months, a group of
fourteen UUCR members plus a few others
from the Rutland
community have
met monthly to
explore what it
means to be
white in deeply
racist society. In
this service,
several of the
participants will
share some of
what they’ve
discovered about
themselves, and
about what it
means to be
white in a way
that is respectful,
honest, and
inclusive.
ALSO:
RE
SUNDAY- Kids
4-12 are invited to join us downstairs at
10:30am for another installment of Toolbox
of Faith. Childcare for Tots (4 and younger)
also provided.
May 13th: Rev. Barbara Threet
“Women! In the Pulpit!”
In the late 19th century, group of women
became Unitarian ministers in what was
then the Wild West (Iowa, Minnesota, and
the like). In honor of Mother’s Day, we’ll
learn more about this group of our
foremothers, and how they influenced our
faith.
ALSO: Please note, RE is off duty today (we
are all mothers), so no childcare today.
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May 20th: Shirley Oskamp
“The Spirit Within Us”
The movement of the Spirit and how the
same Spirit lives through us all, despite our
s u r f a c e
differences.
May 27th:
Nancy Banks
“
T
h
e
Challenge of
Change: A Call
to Action”
Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr.
exhorted people
"to stay awake, to
adjust to new
ideas ... and to
face
the
challenge of
change.” For
most of us this
challenge can be
daunting. On
Sunday May 27th,
Nancy Banks, former Executive Director of
UU Mass Action, will talk about how UUs
around the country have created to state
advocacy networks to wake up to the
possibilities of action that are needed today.
June 3rd: Phillip Crossman
"First Impressions:
Early Vermont Perceptions of Islam"
Vermonter in the Ottoman Empire and early
American perceptions of Islam will be
explored. For example, they will learn that
one of President George Bush's great-greatgreat-great grandfathers was from Norwich,
Vt and that his nephew (The Reverend
George Bush) wrote the first biography of
Muhammad published in the U.S.
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Upcoming
Events
May 3rd

Non-Violent Communication group meeting

May 6th

Annual Meeting and Potluck Luncheon

May 6th

RE SUNDAY: Toolbox of Faith

May 13th

Mother’s Day: NO childcare

May 17th

Non-Violent Communication group meeting

May 31st

Non-Violent Communication group meeting
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